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ABSTRACT
Smith, Jared. M.S.E.E., Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University, 2017. Improvement of Continuous Wave Radar Measurements in a Partially Controlled Environment.

A continuous wave (CW) radar system within a partially controlled environment measures scale model aircraft for mono-static and fully polarimetric radar imaging. Due to
a pseudo-far-field setup, wavefront curvature manifests primarily as geometric distortion.
Recently proposed phase error models show induced geometric distortion to be independent
of aperture size which are verified via measurement for Sensors and Signals Exploitation
Laboratory (SSEL) collections. The partially controlled nature of the SSEL introduces
stray infrastructural reflections into the measured data. Three methods to reduce stray signals are explored namely: true background subtraction (TBS), running average (RA), and
spatial filtering (SF). Of the three methods, SF provides 15 dB improvement in dynamic
range revealing underlying SSEL structure. Defocus due to quadratic phase error (QPE) is
considered, but shown to be negligible for typical aperture sizes of 20◦ .
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation
The objectives of the Sensors and Signals Exploitation Laboratory are the develop-

ment of laboratory radar measurement methods to facilitate the design and implementation
of radar based object recognition and signal exploitation algorithms. The latter of these
objectives underlines a need for high quality wide-angle radar data for use in classifier
training and testing datasets. In order to enhance the quality of the data product exported
from the SSEL the methods and analyses of [5] are carried out in addition to the techniques
of [8] in an effort to improve the images through pre-processing. Pre-processing in the
sense of [12] will be utilized in the following to reduce the influence of stray signals within
the room from angles not containing a target of interest. The work to follow will focus
upon the analysis of SSEL turntable ISAR imaging capability and limitations imposed by
both the data collection parameters as well as the partially controlled environment in which
measurements take place.

1.2

Challenges
The strongest impediments to the above objectives is by far the partially controlled

nature of the environment in which the measurements take place. The term ’partially con-
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trolled’ has a mutli-faceted definition within the previous sentence. Although structures
exist within the environment which actively reduce reflections, the overall majority of the
testing environment remains reflective thereby inherently detrimental to measurement quality. The difficulty in mitigating the effects of room reflections lies in the cost of installing
anechoic hardware which increases the overall likelihood of permanence of the testing environment. This issue brings into focus the relatively high traffic nature of the environment
in which measurements take place. While access is restricted from the outside, the SSEL
is occupied during normal university hours which reduces the availability of long tracks of
undisturbed measurement time. Therefore, the only feasible time periods which support
continuous measurements are late evening and early morning time blocks. In order to maximize the amount of target coverage during relatively short collection times the scene of
interest is sampled by the radar at a larger angular increment than is typical of traditional
circular synthetic aperture radar (CSAR) at larger standoff distances. The sparsity of the
target aspect samples coupled with the relatively short range from the target to the antenna
yields data which are not amenable to processing with a fast Fourier transform.
The partially controlled nature of the measurement environment represents a significant departure from classical radar cross section (RCS) measurement assumptions, the
most notable being the assumption of plane wave illumination. Plane wave illumination is
a key assumption in RCS measurement design due to the mathematical tractability inherent
in solutions computed for both simple and complex targets. Within the confines of radar
imaging non-planar illumination manifests primarily as wavefront curvature which distorts
the final image. This distortion is characteristic of low order phase error due to the nearfield setup of the test range but does not limit the overall focusable scene size. Quadratic
phase error (QPE) will be the limiting factor in determining the focusable scene extent.
Traditionally, focusable scene size is limited to regions where the QPE does not exceed

2

π
2

radians and can be determined through the following equation [3], [5], [14].
r
rmax < 2δx

Ro
λ

(1.1)

where rmax is the maximum scene extent, Ro is the standoff distance, δy downrange resolution, and λ the wavelength at which the system operates. The errors mentioned above are
of no consequence to tomographic imaging algorithms such as back-projection (BPA) [3]
however, due to the computational complexity of these algorithms, issues arise regarding
computational resources and time required to form the final product. Therefore, fast image
formation algorithms such as the polar format algorithm (PFA) which makes implicit use
of the far-field approximation are advantageous in situations in which computational power
must be conserved. Algorithms like the PFA however, are subjected to phase errors of both
quadratic order and lower.

1.3

Research Hypothesis
Radar measurements performed within a partially controlled environment are sub-

jected to severe but tenable constraints which act to degrade overall measurement quality.
This work analyses the imaging capabilities of the SSEL indoor range and examines as well
as implements techniques for the mitigation of interfering stray signals within the testing
environment. The main propositions of this work include the analysis of the phase error
and image artifacts induced by the near-field measurement setup and partially controlled
environment, respectively. Simulations emulating the setup of the SSEL test range are conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed phase error corrections determined from the
analysis of the effect of phase approximation error on resulting ISAR imagery. Information
gleaned from the theory, and verified by simulation, are carried over to measured data in
an effort to improve the focusable scene extent and as well as correcting for the distortion
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induced by lower order phase error terms. As a reference, polar formatted images are compared to those formed via BPA since imagery formed utilizing this algorithm are free of the
aforementioned phase errors.
Additionally, due to the non-absorbative environment in which measurements take
place, the affect of the partially controlled environment is also investigated. In an effort to
minimize the effect of stray signals upon the resulting image, spatial filters are explored as a
viable means to remove the effects of stray room reflections. Spatial filters are investigated
within simulation to validate the results predicted by theory. The approach is presented
as an augmentation to Doppler filtering of the measured data in the pre-processing stage
before image formation with the nulls in the filter response steered to angles from which
stray signals emanate.

1.4

Thesis Outline
Chapter II outlines the process of deriving the effects of phase approximation errors

upon polar formatted imagery as well as the design of spatial filters. Chapter III describes
the approach to model the collection parameters of the SSEL compact range. Chapter
IV presents the resulting imagery before and after the application of phase error correction
and spatial filtering. Chapter V provides conclusions as well as recommendations for future
work.

4

Background
The measurements in [8] were performed in the context of bistatic RCS measurement
and far-field antenna pattern calculation within a compact range containing a parabolic reflector. Depending upon the size of the target, bistatic RCS measurements are constrained
to near-field testing environments wherein measurements are performed along curved surfaces and, after application of appropriate theories, the desired far-field quantities are obtained. The compact range reflector is designed to approximate a plane wave within the
quiet zone of the measurement facility. Stray signals within the range manifest as amplitude and phase variations within the quiet zone which perturb the ideal planar illumination
and degrade the quality of RCS measurements.
The authors of [8] developed two frequency domain approaches to analyze the effect
of stray signals. Both methods are predicated upon the expansion of the measured electric
field at the scan plane in terms of planar or spherical wavefronts. Plane waves allow for
image reconstruction upon planar surfaces parallel to the scan plane using the FFT while
spherical wavefronts yield the flexibility of image reconstruction upon non-planar surfaces
while supporting collection geometries which are either planar or non-planar. The method
employing spherical wavefronts can make use of fast FFT based convolution algorithms if
both the image and data points lie upon a regular grid. Both methods include the use of a
spatial filter for isolating strong plane wave components which obscure weaker stray signal
returns within the quiet zone. The authors use both methods to analyze signals originating from complex multiple bounce reflections between the scan plane and reflector while
5

spherical expansions are used exclusively to image directly onto the parabolic reflector
surface.
The work of [8] concludes with verifiable improvements to quiet zone quality through
reduction of stray signals within the testing environment. Direct analysis of the raw scan
plane data shows the overwhelming plane wave component due to the reflector. Application of a spatial filter with a null broadside to the scan plane reduces the strength of this
interference and allows for imaging of weaker signals. Once filtered the processed scan
plane data reveals stray signals from two primary causes; unshielded probe support structures and reflector edge diffraction. The authors demonstrated improved quiet zone quality by recollecting scan data after the installation of absorbing material around exposed
support structures and noted the disappearance of phase and amplitude variations present
within previous imagery. Additional improvement in quiet zone quality is achieved through
reduction of edge diffracted signals by proper design and installation of reflector edge serrations. The authors acknowledge this phenomena as the most likely cause of variations in
field planarity within the quiet zone.
The authors of [12] seek to quantify strong stray signal sources within the Ohio State
University compact range. Within the range there exists structures which facilitate uniformly spaced probe measurements along a 2.44 m linear track which can be oriented either horizontally or vertically. During measurements the probe receives contributions from
both the parabolic reflector and stay signal sources as it traverses the aperture. The reflector is designed to produce approximate planar illumination within its advertised quiet zone.
Stray signals resulting from reflector imperfections and other range impurities lie within
the near-field of the probe aperture and are simultaneously overwhelmed by the plane wave
component resulting from the reflector. Suppressing this broadside plane wave component
will drastically increase the dynamic range of observable stray signals within the presence
of the reflector main beam. The authors of [12] note a plane wave component due to the
reflector 50 dB greater than select stray signal sources. In effort to suppress the main beam
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component within the probe data the authors explore three methods, including spatial filtering, to eliminate reflector interference. Of all three methods examined, spatial filtering
shows the most promise as verified by imaging of post-filtered data.
Measurements of [12] were conducted at uniform spacing within the presence of a
parabolic range reflector as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The reflector was designed such that

Figure 2.1: Illustration of stray reflection experiment in [8]. Light gray rays denote wave
propagation from radar to Cassegrain reflector system to quiet zone (solid gray area). Green
rays denote the reflections from the serrated main reflector which are of interest in [8].
Red lines denote primary ray field that overwhelms weaker stray reflections. Dashed line
illustrates location of planar field at quiet zone.
illumination at its focal point produces planar wavefronts within a finite region known as
the quiet zone illustrated in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 by the solid gray area. Due to the
compact nature of the range which contains the reflector, tapering at the edges becomes an
area of concern regarding mitigation of diffracted rays which degrade the plane wave. It is
cited in [12] that surface discontinuities and reflector structure, such as the rolled edge at
the top of the reflector, are well known sources of stray signals within the range. Therefore,
main beam suppression methods capable of imaging this feature demonstrate an increase
7

Figure 2.2: Illustration of stray reflection experiment SSEL. Light gray rays denote wave
propagation from radar to target zone, back wall which acts as a large corner reflector and
back to the radar. Reflections from the walls are much stronger than reflections from target
in quiet zone. Green rays show the near-field-like directions from the target zone which are
of interest in SSEL.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the typical room configuration in SSEL showing target, radar
absorbing screens, local furnishings, and partially conductive room. Dark gray border
along wall is conductive electrical panel.
in dynamic range within the image. Additionally, in [12], reflector surface imperfections
are simulated via metallic tape placed vertically over the reflector surface. These simulated
imperfections are utilized in judging main beam cancellation effects by imaging over a horizontal aperture. Imaging is performed through a near-field synthetic aperture technique
known as near-field focusing wherein probe data measured at a single frequency are multiplied by the conjugated phase factor corresponding to the distance between the imaging
point and the measured field. Images computed from unfiltered probe data show significant
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main beam contribution. The authors of [12] investigate three different means to suppress
the main beam the first being subtraction of the average value of the measured probe data
along the length of the aperture. The authors conclude that this technique is equivalent to
application of a high pass spatial filter to the probe data effectively removing the DC component of the angle spectrum. This method is found to perform poorly due to breakdown
of the planar field approximation at the edges of the reflector [12]. The second method is
spatial filtering through synthesis of a null broadside to the synthetic aperture which proves
to be the most fruitful in terms of increased dynamic range. The final suppression method
was the use of a probe with a hardware null pre-installed. The probe consisted of two
broadband horn antennas mounted three inches apart with a 180◦ polarization difference
and a 0◦ phase shift hybrid coupler were used to combine the signals [12]. This antenna
was designed to have a broadside null but, depending upon operating frequency, additional
nulls appear in the measured antenna pattern perturbing the measured field.
Spatial filtering in SSEL is similar to the spatial filtering in [8],[12] but the underlying
motivation is different. Hansen et al. sought to study weak reflections from the edges of the
main reflector. However, primary reflections which makeup the desired planar wavefront
at the quiet zone overwhelm weaker scattering centers. In SSEL, the goal is to remove the
dominant return from the dihedral reflector formed by the walls in the room as illustrated in
Fig. 2.3. Reflections from scattering centers in the target zone do not necessarily originate
from the broadside direction. Therefore, the broadside spatial filter serves to remove the
dominant returns of the room while preserving the weaker scattering from the target zone.
In [8] and [12], broadside spatial filtering facilitated the measurement and localization of
echoes from the reflector edges with beamforming. In SSEL, the linear flight path data are
processed in a similar manner.
The work of [12] sought the quantification of near-field stray signal sources within
a compact range. The authors utilized a near-field synthetic aperture technique whereby
field values measured along a linear track by a probe are phase compensated to image
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focus points. If the focus points contain scattering centers the measured returns will be
reenforced at the corresponding point in the image. By way of this technique it is concluded
that expected points of interference, such as the rolled edge at a the top of the reflector and
exposed feed pylons, indeed appear within subsequent imagery of vertically oriented scan
data. In similar horizontally oriented scan experiments, metal tape placed along the surface
of the reflector made to simulate surface discontinuities correlate well with image location
estimates. Imaging of the aforementioned structures is a formidable task in the presence
of the reflector main beam. In [12], the authors found that by subtracting measurements
at a regular spacing, one inch intervals, creates a broadside null within the angle spectrum
of the probe measurements. This software induced null cancels enough of the main beam
component to facilitate imaging of lower level scattering centers within the compact range.
The measurements of [5] take place within a different context than those of [8] and
[12]. In [8] and [12], measurements are conducted within controlled environments while
the results of [5] are extrapolated from measured far-field returns of an airborne radar collection. In [5], the radar operates at a center frequency of 10 GHz while traversing a circular
flight path at a ten kilometer standoff range operating in spotlight mode. The system possesses 640 MHz of bandwidth and a synthetic aperture length of ψ = 3.322◦ . The data
are processed to support a 1ft × 1ft resolution in both cross and downrange, respectively.
The primary challenge is wavefront curvature across the 6km × 6km scene of interest. In
[5], the author sought to improve the focusable scene size of PFA imagery of the Gotcha
large scene challenge dataset through correction of second order phase error effects. Typical scene size limitations are imposed quadratic phase errors due to warping and blurring
as distance from the scene center increases. Within the realm of surveillance the need to
image large patches of the ground within a time critical fashion is paramount. Phase error
not only affects image focus but output image geometry as well. Such effects can limit the
accuracy of radar target recognition systems.
In [5], the author derived corrections for both linear and quadratic phase error effects
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via temporal Taylor series expansion of the differential range from target to antenna phase
center. First, corrections for linear phase effects are derived assuming linear and circular
collection geometries. These linear effects manifest as geometric distortion within the
final PFA image. Second, quadratic phase error effects are analyzed for both collection
geometries and an efficient correction procedure is derived in Chapter IV. In Chapter IV
of [5] the author analyzes the residual quadratic phase error remaining after second order
corrections are applied. It is revealed via contours of constant phase, less than π2 , agree
with the previous scene size bounds derived for this phase error limit. It is from these
phase contour maps that the authors conclude, for a circular case, a single correction could
be applied to each column of the image to compensate for phase effects while the opposite
is concluded for the case of a linear flight path [14].

11

Methodology

3.1

Proposed Study
This thesis investigates methods to improve wide-angle turntable ISAR imagery through

distortion correction and filtering of stray signals. The approach is based upon simulation
of an airborne radar collection with a prescribed flight path as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The challenge is the geometry and partially controlled nature of the environment in which
measurements take place. In the SSEL, strip-map SAR measurements are facilitated by
the five degrees-of-freedom antenna positioning system [15]. Stray signals are localized
within the SSEL via backprojection imaging of collected linear flight path data. Analyzing
the resultant imagery reveals interference at specific angles-of-arrival. A spatial filter, with
a null in the direction of interference, is applied to remove interference within ISAR phase
history. After interference mitigation distortion correction is applied to rectify the warping
present within PFA imagery. This approach is proposed as an augmentation to the currently
existing SSEL measurement procedure. The SSEL approach, in general, would greatly reduce the cost in traditional compact range measurement setups because the primary cost of
measurement collection is occupied by the radar hardware. Once localized, stray signals
within the testing environment can be filtered out of the measured data and increased dynamic range will be observed. Of primary interest is the phase error analysis of Gorham
[5] and spatial filtering of [12].
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3.2

Chapter Overview
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.3 establishes the signal processing

requirements to accurately simulate phase history collections resulting from linear and circular collection geometries. Focusing specifically upon the circular collection geometry,
Section 3.4 presents the phase error analysis utilized in correcting image distortion. Chapter IV will present analysis and modeling and simulation results of the SSEL measurement
setup.
In summation, the approach to analyze and improve image quality from measurements
conducted within the SSEL follows these steps
1. Verify that image requirements accurately represent the exact capabilities dictated by
appropriate geometrical phase approximation theories.
2. Calculate phase effects for each measurement scenario.
3. Determine the filter coefficients for stray signals within the images
4. Compare filtered and phase compensated simulated imagery to imagery not employing such techniques.

3.3

Signal Processing Requirements of SAR Image Simulation
To form an image, the sensor of Figure 3.1 traverses a known flight path ~ra about

the target. The hypothesized target position ~rb within the scene is assumed isotropic with
respect to aspect and frequency. The image is typically formed at the ground plane (zb = 0)
unless a priori knowledge of scene height exists. It is also assumed the phase reference
of the scene center is set to zero in a procedure known as motion compensation. The
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sensor positions are known, and no motion measurement error exists, this represents an
ideal testing scenario where the phase of the reflected returns can be calculated exactly.
This ideal target has a returned phase of

Figure 3.1: Arbitrary image geometry depicting antenna phase center (APC), and ground
imaging plane

Φ(t) =

4π
|~ra − ~rba |
λ

(3.1)

where λ is the operating wavelength of the radar. Because these phases can be calculated
exactly their effect can be compensated allowing for coherent addition. Measurements are
typically performed within the far-field of the receiver this exact phase calculation can be
approximated as
Φ(t) ≈

4π ~ra · ~rb
λ |ra |

(3.2)

to decrease the computational burden in forming images. This approximation arrises from
retaining the linear terms within a multi-dimensional Taylor series expansion, of the origi-
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nal target phase, about the scene center. Errors due to this approximation manifest in two
ways: geometric distortion and spatially varying defocus. Geometric distortion is easily
corrected via interpolation to an appropriately warped imaging grid while defocus is the
limiting factor in imagery formed via exploitation of the far-field approximation (PFA).
The work of [5] was an effort to mitigate the effect of wavefront-curvature induced phase
errors for large-scene image formation. The author of [5] compensates for geometric distortion present within polar formatted imagery from data collected via an airborne sensor.
To verify the approach, images formed with the exact phase calculation will be compared
to images formed using phase approximations. All algorithms are implemented with MATLAB programs.

3.3.1

Modes of Image Formation

Image formation is based on the coherent addition of target returns from objects within
the scene. Phase compensation is determined by the distance the wave travels. This work
uses the back-projection algorithm as described in [6] as the standard for image formation.
In simulation the image comprises a two-dimensional grid of points in the xy-plane. These
points represent hypothesized target locations within the measurement space. Imaging, in
its most straight forward definition, is application of matched filtering to each hypothetical
target location within a scene of interest. However, this direct approach carries with it a
O (N 4 ) complexity and as such is not suitable for time critical applications. Computational
savings can be achieved through use of the fast Fourier transform. This simplification assumes target returns are collected uniformly in range and allows for significant parallelization within the algorithm. The overall computational complexity of the back-projection
algorithm is O (N 3 ) [6]. As the image size increases, so does the time to form the radar
image. Algorithms such as the PFA forgo the complexity of computing the target phase
exactly and rely upon the far-field approximation in the kernel of the imaging operator. It is
this approximation that introduces error into the SAR image. The components of this error
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are analyzed later in this chapter.
The flight path of the radar defines the mode in which it operates. When traversing
a circular flight path the radar is said to operate in spotlight mode with the main beam
of the antenna aimed broadside to the antenna phase center (APC) at an elevation angle
directed toward the scene of interest φo . When traversing a linear flight path the radar is
said to operate in strip-map mode with the main beam once again aimed broadside at the
appropriate elevation angle. In the SSEL, the elevation angle is assumed to be zero and
hence it is also assumed that the z-coordinate of the APC is zero as well. A circular flight
path can be parameterized as follows

xa (t) = ro cos θ(t) cos φo

(3.3)

ya (t) = ro sin θ(t) cos φo

(3.4)

za (t) = ro sin φo

(3.5)

where ro is the standoff range between the scene center and the radar, θ(t) is the azimuth
angle of the radar, and φo , is the specific elevation angle. The aspect angle is indexed by
time as
θ(t) = θo +

ψ
t
2

(3.6)

with ψ the total synthetic aperture extent. A linear flight path can be similarly parameterized as
La
t
2

(3.7)

ya (t) = −ro

(3.8)

za (t) = zao

(3.9)

xa (t) =
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Table 3.1: Table of SSEL experiment parameters for linear and circular flight paths
Collection type
Linear Circular
Aspect angle extent ψ
20◦
20◦
Azimuth sample Naz
201
201
Fractional bandwidth FBW
0.364
0.364
Frequency step size ∆F (MHz)
5
5
◦
Azimuth step size ∆θ
0.1
0.1◦
Standoff range ro (m)
2.77
2.96
Down-range resolution δy (cm) 1.25
1.25

where La is the linear extent of the synthetic aperture measured along the x-axis as

La = δx (Naz − 1)

(3.10)

with δx the spacing between measurement positions and Naz the number of azimuth angle
samples. In all above characterizations the time variable is assumed to be t ∈ [−1, 1].
Parameters for measurements conducted within the SSEL are listed in Table 3.1 When
applying the transformations of [5], interpolation to the following transformed coordinates
results in PFA imagery without distortion effects.

X̃ =

ra − rao
cos φ

(3.11)

ra
Y
rao

(3.12)

Ỹ =
rao =

q

(xao − X)2 + Y 2

xao = ro cos φ

(3.13)
(3.14)

After interpolation, remaining error contributions cause QPE effects defined in [5]. The
images of Figure and 3.2 are the results of simulating the parameters of Table 3.1 utilizing
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Corrected and uncorrected PFA images of a synthetic point target array.
a circular flight path. From Fig. 3.2(a) the effect of geometric distortion is obvious however,
the overall impulse response (IPR) remains well-shaped for all locations. Warping is due
to the phase errors from the far-field approximation, and further from the origin the image
begins to distort as well as blur due to the effect of the quadratic approximation errors.
These quadratic phase errors are not evident within simulated SSEL imagery since the
image boundaries satisfy the rule
r
rmax < 2δy

ro
λ

(3.15)

which, after substitution of the parameters of Table 3.1 gives rmax = 0.408 m. Since this
calculated value does not exceed the model size, and therefore the scene size of interest,
the SSEL imagery will not be affected by quadratic phase error.
Image formation is classified as wide-angle if the angular aperture extent exceeds that
required for equal resolution in downrange and cross-range [13]

−1

ψ > 2 sin



∆F
2


(3.16)

for the parameters of Table 3.1 this value equates to 20.95◦ which is within tolerance of the
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measured 20◦ aperture for the data to be considered wide-angle.

3.4

Phase Error Analysis
Assuming a circular trajectory, the differential range approximation in the PFA is

∆R = −


1 
xa X̃ + ya Ỹ
ro

(3.17)

and the first and second time derivatives are
h
i
∂∆R
ψ
= cos φ sin θ(t)X̃ − cos θ(t)Ỹ
∂t
2

(3.18)

h
i
∂ 2 ∆R
ψ2
=
cos φ cos θ(t)X̃ + sin θ(t)Ỹ
∂t2
4

(3.19)

∂ 2 ∆R
ψ4
=
cos φX̃
∂t2
4

(3.20)

At t = 0

Thus, the quadratic phase term of the PFA is

ΦP F A = −

πψ 2 cos φ
X̃
2λ

(3.21)



in terms of PFA coordinates X̃, Ỹ . In terms of real target coordinates distortion correction is applied to yield
ΦP F A = −

πψ 2
(ra − rao )
2λ

(3.22)

In the BPA, the differential range is exactly
q
rab − ra = (xa − X)2 + (ya − Y )2 − ro
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(3.23)

Letting rp = rab
ψ
∂rp
=
[xa Y − ya X]
∂t
2ro rp
∂ 2 rp
ψ ∂
=
2
∂t
2ro ∂t



1
rp



(3.24)



ψ
∂xa
∂ya
[xa Y − ya X] +
Y −
X
2ro rp ∂t
∂t

(3.25)

with
∂
∂t



1
rp


=

ψ
[xa Y − ya X]
2ro rp3

(3.26)

and


so

∂ 2 rp
∂t2


∂ya
ψ
∂xa
Y −
X =−
[ya Y + xa X]
∂t
∂t
2ro

(3.27)

becomes
∂ 2 rp
ψ2
ψ2
2
= 2 3 [xa Y − ya X] − 2 [xa X + ya Y ]
∂t2
4ro rp
4ro rp

(3.28)

which at t = 0 becomes
ψ 2 xao
∂ 2 rp
= 2
∂t2
4ro rpo



xao 2
Y −X
2
rpo


(3.29)

and so the quadratic phase term is

ΦBP A

πψ 2 xao
=
2λrpo



xao 2
Y −X
2
rpo


(3.30)

The residual phase error after PFA is

ΦP E = ΦBP A − ΦP F A

ΦP E



πψ 2 x2ao 2
2 xao
=
Y −X
+ ro − rpo
3
2λ rpo
rpo

(3.31)

(3.32)

The above follows [5] closely and arrives at an analytic expression for the total amount
of QPE present after polar format processing. The above expression for the phase error
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is given in true target coordinates (X, Y ) in terms of the flight path parameters. Thus,
phase maps of the residual QPE at image pixel (xi , yi ) aide analysis of image quality.
Example phase maps utilizing the SSEL circular flight path imaging geometry of Table 3.1
are given in Figure 3.4, also show simulated point target imagery. This simulated image
was reconstructed via the PFA utilizing distortion correction. The desired scene size in
Figure 3.4 was increased to Wr = 2.3 m to highlight the effects of defocusing at the edges
of the scene. The white contour was generated via Eq. (3.32) and delineates regions of
acceptable focus. Pixels residing within the contour are well-focused and those outside
are out of focus. As the authors of [5] note, their work represents a significant departure
from previous scene size bounds for PFA imagery [14], [3]. The scene-size bound given
previously in the literature is denoted via the green circle in Figure 3.4. The work of [5]
predicts an acceptable focus area encompassing 36.84% of the image while previous scene
bounds predict an area of 9.89% within acceptable focus.
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Figure 3.3: PFA image of simulated point target scene using circular SSEL collection trajectory given in Table 3.1. White contours denote regions of the image where QPE exceeds
π
. The green circle denotes the size and location of acceptable focus as described in [14],
2
[3].

3.5

Background Subtraction and Stray Signal Filtering
The SSEL is equipped with an antenna positioning system capable of 0.5 cm motion

resolution along the horizontal axis [15]. This hardware facilitates horizontally oriented
strip-map measurements of the room. The probe consists of a 20 dBi Pasternak pyramidal
horn antenna mounted to a carriage structure. A synthetic aperture is generated via carriage
translation along the x-axis in increments of d = 0.5 cm. Stray infrastructural reflections
contaminate the probe data. Localization of stray signals utilizes the back-projection algorithm for exact image reconstruction. Imaging of weaker scattering centers is facilitated via
three reduction techniques: true background subtraction (TBS), running average (RA), and
spatial filtering (SF). As an example, Fig. 3.4 displays a BPA image of a Boeing 747-8F
scale model target collected via linear flight path with broadside interference. In Chapter
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IV results after application of all three interference suppression methods are shown.

Figure 3.4: Linear scan image of Boeing 747-8F target with strong on-axis interference.
Dynamic range is severely reduced due to interference at 0◦ .

3.5.1

True Background Subtraction

If performed properly TBS can compensate for the effects of clutter within a stationary
environment. To perform TBS requires background and target measurements be co-located
to avoid phase discrepancies. Due to accuracy errors in antenna positioning, phase errors
are present within measured linear scan data. Despite this concern, TBS increases image
dynamic range by 30 dB.

3.5.2

Running Average

RA is an estimation technique to remove background components within measured
data as the image is formed. RA avoids the previously mentioned potential for phase error
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between background measurements by utilizing the same measurements for background
and target. Mathematically, the probe data are

xk = s k + y k

(3.33)

ŷk = αŷk−1 + (1 − α)xk

(3.34)

and the background estimates are

where yk are the true background, ŷk are the background estimates, and xk are the probe
data. The background subtracted data are determined from

xbs,k = xk − yk

(3.35)

The weight factor |α| < 1 controls the amount of averaging within the background estimate
[16]. Generalizing the probe data in equation (3.34) to xk = wk and assuming wk ∼
N (µ, σ)
xk − αxk−1 = wk

(3.36)

Background estimation is equivalent to application of an infinite impulse response (IIR)
filter
H(z) =

1
1 − αz −1

to the probe data, where α determines the width of the frequency response [10].
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(3.37)

Figure 3.5: IIR filter frequency responses. High periodicity signals are attenuated with
α = 0.9 low periodicity signals are amplified.

3.5.3

Spatial Filtering

A broadside incident plane wave of wavelength λ upon a uniformly spaced linear array
with spacing d contributes a constant phase −kd sin θo component to the angle spectrum at
the array output
S(θ) =

N
−1
X

s(n)ejkd sin θ

(3.38)

i=0

where s(n) are the output of the N array sensors. This incident wavefront is expressed
mathematically as
s(n) = e−jkdn sin θo
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(3.39)

Spatial filtering involves application of a synthesized null in the direction of an undesired
plane wave component within the probe data. The authors of [12] showed that

w(n) =





ejφ ,




0,






−e−jφ ,

n = 1,
n = 0,

(3.40)

n = −1

is a sufficient filter function where φ is chosen such that

kd sin θ − φ = 0

(3.41)

within the argument of the exponential of Eq. (3.38). The resulting data will no longer
contain the undesired plane wave component. This is equivalent to multiplication of the
angle spectrum with a window function with a null at the specified incidence angle. The
angle spectrum of two spatial filters are show in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. In Fig. 3.6 the filter is
designed to cancel signals incident at 0◦ while the filter of Fig. 3.7 is designed for signals
arriving from 40◦ .
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Figure 3.6: Filter response for 0◦ stray signal.

Figure 3.7: Filter response for 40◦ stray signal.
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3.5.4

Normalization

In forming turntable ISAR images, motion compensation positions the target at scene
center. Motion compensation is a video stabilization technique in which sensor motion relative to a prescribed scene reference point are estimated and removed frame by frame. In
SAR, this relative motion is accounted for on a pulse-by-pulse basis. During an airborne
collection the distance from APC to the scene reference point is tracked via the on-board
inertial measurement unit (IMU), with error. Turntable ISAR approximates a CSAR measurement with an error-free trajectory. The sensor trajectory is perfectly circular, this leads
to a constant return time to scene center and back of ∆t =

2Ro
.
c

To compensate for this

range, the collected phase history are calibrated with respect to a canonical calibration
target.
Radar calibration methods can be broken down into three different types: type-I (amplitude and phase), type-II (simple polarimetric), and type-III (full polarimetric) [2]. All
calibration methods share the same basic relationship, relating measured values to their
theoretical counterparts
Scal =

Stst − Stst,bkg
Stheo,cal
Scal − Scal,bkg

(3.42)

where Scal is the calibrated target return, Stst is the uncalibrated test target measurement,
Stst,bkg is the test background measurement, Scal is the calibration target measurement,
Scal,bkg is calibration target background measurement, and Stheo,cal is the calibration target
measurement as predicted by theory [1]. In the SSEL, similar procedure is utilized and
described in the following.
Consider the linearly polarized electric field measured at the output of the antennas
for the test target and calibration target measurements assuming background subtraction
has already taken place.
Etst = |Etst |ej (φtst −

2Ro
c

)

(3.43)

Ecal = |Ecal |ej (φcal −

2Ro
c

)

(3.44)
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where |Ecal | ∼ σcal the monostatic RCS of the calibration target. It is typically assumed that
the calibration target behaves isotropically. Two different test targets posses this behavior,
namely spheres and retroreflectors. The sphere is ideal for calibration as it is truly isotropic.
The retroreflector approximates an isotropic target only at broadside incidence. The main
factor in choosing a calibration target in SSEL is RCS magnitude. Since only one pulse is
collected for normalization, the amplitude |Ecal | of the calibration target returns must be
greater than the surrounding clutter. This amplitude is proportional to RCS σ. Assuming
broadside incidence, the RCS for a sphere and retroreflector are [7]

σsph = πr2

σtri =

12πa4
λ2

(3.45)

(3.46)

where r is the radius of the sphere, a the lateral dimensions of the trihedral, and λ is the
radar wavelength. In the SSEL, a six-inch square (a = 0.1542 m) retroreflector and sixinch diameter sphere are available as calibration targets. If λ = 0.91 cm then, σsph = 1.9
sq. cm and σtri = 245.6 sq. m. Therefore, the retroreflector is selected as the calibration
target for all subsequent ISAR measurements described within this document.
In the SSEL, the normalized phase history data are the quotient

Snorm

2Ro
|Etst | j(φtst −φcal )
|Etst |ej (φtst − c )
=
=
e
2Ro
|Ecal |
|Ecal |ej (φcal − c )

(3.47)

Equation (3.47) exemplifies that SSEL measurements are calibrated in neither amplitude
nor phase but are instead normalized by the complex calibration target data. This is equivalent to the assumption that
e−jφcal
≈1
|Ecal |

(3.48)

in (3.47) and is non-ideal. Despite the errors induced by this approximation, this technique
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implements perfect motion compensation due to the identical range dependence within the
phase of the divisor in Eq. (3.47). As an example, backprojected imagery of a 90◦ turntable
ISAR measurement with a six-inch diameter sphere as the test target are shown in Figure
3.8. The sphere data were normalized using Eq. (3.47) and a six-inch retroreflector as the
calibration target. The synthetic sphere is a geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) model
[9] selected based upon its high frequency approximations to plane wave illumination.

(a) Measured data

(b) Synthetic data

Figure 3.8: BPA images of measured and synthetic sphere target.

3.6

Summary
To summarize, VNA based CW radar measurements take place within the SSEL. The

SSEL is not a true far-field range therefore, wavefront curvature will introduce distortion
into subsequent radar imagery. Recently proposed phase error models for large-scene image formation [5] have been successful in correcting wavefront curvature effects in CSAR
imagery. The SSEL is not a dedicated anechoic chamber thus, interference due to multiple
reflections contaminate measured data. Within the literature techniques exist to eliminate
the effects of interference, namely: true background subtraction, running average [11], and
spatial filtering [12]. To suppress interference from a known direction θo , the authors of
[12] propose spatial filters of the form Eq. (3.40). To quantify the difference in distortion
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corrected and filtered imagery, Shannon’s entropy is used [4]. For an N ×M pixel complex
image g entropy is defined as

E=−

NM
X

pi log2 (pi )

(3.49)

i=0

where p is the probability density function computed from the histogram of the normalized
magnitude image gnorm =

|g|
.
max(|g|)
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Results

4.1

SSEL Dimensions and Configuration
Two linearly polarized standard gain horn antennas opposite three hexagonally ar-

ranged radar absorbing screens face a target placed roughly 3 meters away upon a turntable.
The target is elevated to the height of the antennas via a Styrofoam pedestal and a specially
molded mount. Results presented in this chapter quantify the level of distortion present
within polar formatted SSEL ISAR imagery. From these results it is concluded: QPE is
negligible in design of SSEL experiments and wide-area SAR image correction techniques
are equally applicable to wide-angle, pseudo-far-field measurements within the partially
controlled environment of the SSEL. To test these hypotheses the targets were placed upon
the aforementioned turntable and rotated through prescribed apertures (20◦ and 360◦ ) and
imagery formed from the collected data.
Measurements within the SSEL are also subjected to interference due to stationary
clutter and multi-path reflections. Interference, described later in this chapter, reduces image dynamic range and occludes scatterers of interest in both strip-map SAR and turntable
ISAR imagery. Interference mitigation was investigated via the use of three techniques
namely, true background subtraction, running average background subtraction, and spatial
filtering. To verify the applicability of the three methods, strip-map SAR measurements
along a 1.07 m aperture were performed and subsequent application of the BPA reveals the
direction of interfering signals. From these results it is concluded that broadside spatial
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filtering increases image dynamic range revealing underlying room structure.

4.2

Wide-Angle Image Experiments
The target under test is a cylinder measuring Lcyl = 1.06 m, and width w = 3.18 cm.

The cylinder was constructed from a straight section of PVC piping wrapped in electrically
conductive tape. The feature of interest is the length of the section of pipe and, from the
theory of Section 3.3, the pipe should appear distortion free within back-projected imagery.
This is the case as indicated by Fig. 4.1. The same image reconstructed via PFA shows
noticeable distortion as seen in Fig. 4.3. After distortion correction is applied the BPA and
corrected PFA images are indistinguishable from one another. In Fig. 4.3 the feature of

Figure 4.1: Back-projected cylinder test target image. 20◦ aperture size. Taylor windowing
in downrange for −35 dB sidelobe levels. σrmse = 0 cm.
interest is perturbed by the affect of distortion. The radial RSME quantifies this distortion
error
σrmse

v
u N −1
u1 X
=t
(rn − r̃n )2
N n=0
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(4.1)

Figure 4.2: Corrected PFA cylinder image. 20◦ aperture size. Taylor windowing in downrange for −35 dB sidelobe levels. σrmse = 0 cm.

Figure 4.3: Uncorrected PFA cylinder image. 20◦ aperture size. Taylor windowing in
downrange for −35 dB sidelobe levels. σrmse = 4.15 cm.
where rn are the radial distances from the nth target location in true coordinates (X, Y ) and


r̃n , the nth target locations in distorted coordinates X̃, Ỹ . This value quantifies the level
of geometric distortion experienced by targets within the PFA scene. Under this measure,
the level of distortion experienced by the target in Fig. 4.3 is 4.15 cm.
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From equations (3.11) and (3.12), distortion error is independent of aperture size and
therefore applies to both narrow and wide-angle CSAR/ISAR collections. Geometric distortion is only dependent upon standoff range Ro which constrains indoor data collection
and experiment design. QPE is not significant within Figs. 4.1-4.3 as the contours of Fig.
4.4 depict. Regions outside of the white contour experience significant defocus and comprise 38% of the total image pixels. The complex target selected for this experiment was a

Figure 4.4: Corrected PFA cylinder target image. 20◦ aperture size. Taylor windowing in
downrange for −35 dB sidelobe levels. White contour delineates regions where QPE> π2 .
The green circle denotes the size and location of acceptable region from [14], [3]. Only
38% of the image pixels experience defocusing.
1 : 144 scale model aircraft (Boeing 747-8F). The plastic model is coated with conductive
paint to increase target reflectivity. The targets are placed upon the pedestal and rotated
through 360◦ apertures and composite images from differing aspects joined to form full
aperture imagery. Full 360◦ composite images are formed through non-coherent addition
of 20◦ aperture images with 20% overlap between subapertures. A set of images are given
below in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 for the 747-8F model via two imaging methods: BPA and composite PFA, respectively. The BPA processes the data coherently while composite PFA
incorporates incoherent processing thus accounting for differences in resultant imagery.
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Since the PFA itself is a coherent imaging algorithm, processing larger apertures with the
PFA results in imagery that more closely resembles the BPA output at the risk of increased
interpolation error within the polar-formatting stage of the PFA.
The previous subsection claimed the effects of geometric distortion are independent
of aperture size and equivalent to σrmse = 4.15 cm radially. This implies that, for an θo
composite subaperture PFA image, the RMSE distortion error is constant regardless of θo .
The images of Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 represent typical SSEL data products; imagery produced from measurements of a complex target within the indoor range. Stationary clutter

Figure 4.5: BPA image of Boeing 747-8F scale model without spatial filter. Taylor windowing applied in downrange to give constant −35 dB sidelobes levels. Direct and target-mount
interaction are both visible near scene center.
includes target-mount interaction which is present near scene center as seen in Fig. 4.5.

4.3

Stray Signal Localization and Cancellation
The antenna positioning system at the SSEL allows for precise control of the APC

facilitating the simulation of a strip-map mode airborne SAR collections. To localize stray
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Figure 4.6: PFA image of Boeing 747-8F scale model without spatial filter. Taylor windowing applied in downrange to give constant −35 dB sidelobe levels. Composite 20◦
subapertures, with 20% overlap, PFA images. Interpolation error due to the PFA results in
10 dB decreased dynamic range over Fig. 4.5.
signals, imagery of the entire range were formed utilizing the background subtraction and
calibration procedures described in Section 3.5. It was found that through phase compensation of the form

∆R =

q

(xa − X)2 + (ya − Y )2 + (za − Z)2 + Ro

(4.2)

within the BPA, motion compensation to a point Ro radially away from the center of the
linear aperture is achieved therefore eliminating the need for normalization as described in
Section 3.5.
The image of Fig. 3.4 shows constant interference across the aperture extent. This
interference is not unlike the planar reflection from a compact range reflector [12] where,
instead of the reflector main-beam, broadside interference is an aggregation of undesired
reflections within the room. Methods to cancel this interference are explored in the following.
As described in Section 3.5, Eq. (3.47) relates the target-under-test and calibration
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measurements. In this equation it is assumed that the background can be measured without
the presence of the target which is often the case. This method, which we are calling true
background subtraction (TBS), the background and test-target measurement are coherently
subtracted from one another. Fig. 4.7 after the application of TBS. The interference is
canceled and dynamic range has increased revealing scattering centers within the room.
RA background subtraction seeks to estimate the background from solely the test-target

Figure 4.7: Linear scan image employing TBS. Dynamic range is increased revealing SSEL
room structure.
data. In the RA method, background estimates are subtracted from the test target data on
a pulse-by-pulse basis. Background estimation applies the IIR filter of Eq. (3.37) to the
measured data. An example image with RA applied is shown in Fig. 4.8 The parameter α
in Eq. (3.34) controls the width of the frequency response of the IIR filter, thus controlling
the gain of periodic components within the background estimate. Interference exhibits low
periodicity and therefore α may be set to remove it. In Fig. 4.8, α = 0.1 was sufficient for
interference cancellation.
Spatial filtering removes interference through windowing the angle spectrum of Eq.
(3.38) with a window function w(n) containing a null at the appropriate direction. This
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Figure 4.8: Linear scan image with RA applied. The parameter α = 0.1 in Eq. (3.34) for
this image.

is equivalent to convolution with the window function in the spatial domain. An example
image with spatial filtering applied is shown in Fig 4.9. In Fig. 4.9, the filter function

Figure 4.9: Linear scan image with spatial filtering applied. The filter has a null at 0◦ to
cancel interference.
w(n) =

√1 [1, 0, −1]T
2

was applied to attenuate signals arriving 0◦ from broadside. The

images of Figures 4.7-4.9 show the structure of the SSEL range with high interpretability.
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The scale model appears at ∼ 1.5 m away from radar location to the left. The hexagonal
structure directly behind the test target are the three RAM covered panels. The lateral
portions of the room are delineated by periodically-spaced scattering centers converging at
∼ (5, 0.5) m. These scattering centers are due to metal power-strips which run along the
sides of each wall converging at the corner of the room.
Linear scanning is useful for imaging the room, but limited with respect to observable
target aspects. In the SSEL the imaging mode of interest is turntable ISAR for wide-angle
measurements. In Fig. 4.10, the back-projected range-angle plots for the target of Fig. 4.5
are shown. The graphic displays the downrange from the radar and target aspect angle as
the y and x-axis, respectively. In Fig. 4.10, target returns are observable at 0 m downrange

Figure 4.10: Range-angle plot of Boeing 747-8F scale model test target.
which is expected of normalized data. The range angle plot shows interference at all aspect
positions hypothesized to be target-mount interaction and stationary clutter not removed by
TBS. Figure 4.11 is the same measurement after the application of spatial filtering. After
application of SF, additional multiple target reflections become evident. These reflections
are visible well past the expected target position at 0 m and show increased frequency and
intensity when reflective scatterers on the target are rotated into view. This indicates the
presence of multi-path due to the reflective measurement environment. These multi-path
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signals are due to target scintillation and therefore, only present when strongly reflective
scatterers enter the main-beam of the radar complicating removal via filtering methods.

Figure 4.11: Range-angle plot of Boeing 747-8F scale model test target after application of
SF.

4.4

Quantifying Changes in Imagery
To quantify observed changes in ISAR imagery, 20◦ aperture images at 0◦ , 90◦ , and

180◦ aspect to the Boeing 747-8F are formed using the BPA and both corrected and uncorrected PFA. The entropy measure defined in Eq. (3.49) is used to quantify changes observed
in PFA images with and without the application of distortion correction and spatial filtering.
The experiment images are given below with respective entropy measurements
Entropy, as defined in 3.49, quantifies the lack of structure within a given signal with
lower values indicating a more structured signal [4]. In the context of SAR imagery, structural degradation is interpreted as noise and defocus of the target IPR. In Fig. 4.14 and 4.15,
interpolation error introduced by the PFA imposes additional structure within the imagery
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(a) E = 2.40 bits

(b) E = 2.49 bits

(c) E = 3.07 bits

Figure 4.12: Boeing 747-8F 20◦ aperture images at 0◦ , 90◦ , and 180◦ aspects formed with
BPA without spatial filtering.
and consequently lowers the measured entropy. Application of spatial filtering reduces the
effect of interpolation error thereby restoring image quality and entropy measures for PFA
images back to those of their BPA counterparts. This interpretation is valid at 180◦ aspect,
see Fig. 4.16(c), but appears to be influenced by other factors at differing target aspects,
e.g., Figs. 4.16(a) and 4.16(b).
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(a) E = 2.29 bits

(b) E = 2.05 bits

(c) E = 2.54 bits

Figure 4.13: Boeing 747-8F 20◦ aperture images at 0◦ , 90◦ and 180◦ aspects formed with
BPA with spatial filtering.
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(a) E = 1.45 bits

(b) E = 1.87 bits

(c) E = 1.60 bits

Figure 4.14: Boeing 747-8F 20◦ aperture images at 0◦ , 90◦ , and 180◦ aspects formed with
PFA without spatial filtering and no distortion correction.
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(a) E = 1.45 bits

(b) E = 1.77 bits

(c) E = 1.46 bits

Figure 4.15: Boeing 747-8F 20◦ aperture images at 0◦ , 90◦ , and 180◦ aspects formed with
PFA without spatial filtering and applying distortion correction.
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(a) E = 1.76 bits

(b) E = 0.68 bits

(c) E = 2.59 bits

Figure 4.16: Boeing 747-8F 20◦ aperture images at 0◦ , 90◦ , and 180◦ aspects formed with
PFA with spatial filtering and applying distortion correction.
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Conclusions

5.1

Summary
In Chapter III we presented analysis following [5] which produced an analytic for-

mula for the residual QPE in PFA imagery. This formula facilitated the creation of phase
maps quantifying the amount of defocus present in SSEL PFA imagery. These phase maps
present a significant departure when estimating the allowable scene size in PFA processing. Figure 3.4 displays PFA imagery of a simulated point target grid including contours
derived from Eq. (3.32) and pervious limits found in the literature [14]. From Fig. 3.4
it is evident that for typical aperture sizes (20◦ ) the SSEL can support such measurements
without QPE degrading image quality. Additionally, in Chapter III formulae for geometric distortion present in PFA imagery formed during CSAR collections were given. For
CSAR, it was seen from equation (3.13) distortion is independent of aperture size and only
a function of standoff range Ro . Since turntable ISAR approximates a CSAR collection
but at reduced standoff range, the effects of geometric distortion are much more restrictive. Finally, in Chapter III analytic models for three background subtractions techniques
as well as the data normalization procedure were developed. Of the three techniques, spatial filtering applied at 0◦ was observed to increase image dynamic range while retaining
image focus. The normalization procedure is analyzed last, demonstrating that SSEL measurements are calibrated in neither phase or amplitude. This approximation is a known,
but assumed negligible, error source. To demonstrate the efficacy of normalization using
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Eq. (3.47), data from a 90◦ aperture turntable ISAR measurement of a six-inch calibration
sphere are compared to imagery of a simulated dataset.
In Chapter IV, the results of experiments corroborating the claims of Chapter III are
given. We first examined ISAR imagery of a cylindrical test target and quantified image interpretability via the root-mean-square error measured radially from scene center. Equation
(4.1) gives the RMSE as the difference in radial distance between the true target coordinate and distorted target coordinates. Given the parameters of Table 3.1 the RMSE radial
distortion error is calculated as σrmse = 4.15 cm at a standoff range of Ro = 2.77 m for
all PFA formed SSEL imagery. After application distortion correction, QPE is the only remaining error. The phase contours of Chapter III are shown in Fig. 4.4 to identify regions
of the image where defocus is present. As the image demonstrates, the target-under-test
lies within the contours predicted by the work of [5] thus, no defocus is present within 20◦
aperture imagery. The next experiment described in Chapter IV focuses on targets of interest to the SSEL namely 144 scale model aircraft. The Boeing 747-8F model was selected
for these experiments and full 360◦ measurements were carried out. The images in Figures
4.5-4.6 show the output of both composite PFA and BPA imaging algorithms for this test
target. Experiments showed empirically that target-mount interaction and other stationary
clutter manifest as interference in the range profiles of Fig. 4.10. Therefore, filtered imagery are claimed to be improved due to the absence of interference. Fig. 4.6 displays a
composite 360◦ image formed via non-coherent addition of 20◦ apertures. The distortion
corrections of Section 3.3 were applied to each subaperture image before addition. While
the overall target outline is the same, deviation in target feature size, such as the width of
the nose of the aircraft, becomes apparent. The image of Fig. 4.6 differs from Fig. 4.5
due to the coherency of the algorithm which produced it. The BPA processes the entire
aperture coherently while PFA is only coherent within a selected subaperture and therefore
differences are to be expected, as the processed aperture size in the PFA becomes larger
PFA imagery will more closely resemble BPA images. Next, an experiment incorporat-
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ing the SSEL antenna positioner were conducted to localize scattering centers within the
room. Fig. 3.4 shows the output of the BPA applied to unfiltered linear scan phase history.
Broadside interference 15 dB greater than the noise floor is present in Fig. 3.4 similar to
interference observed due to a parabolic range reflector [12]. Investigation into reducing
this interference examined three methods, namely: true background subtraction, running
average, and spatial filtering with the latter exhibiting the greatest improvements to image
quality. After the application of spatial filtering the full 30 dB dynamic range of Fig. 4.9
is restored. The final analyses of Chapter IV review the backprojected range profiles of
Fig. 4.5. In Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 the backprojected range profiles of Fig. 4.5 are arranged
versus target aspect angle. The target returns are observed in downrange at approximately
0 m with weaker reflections visible out to 3 m past the target position. Visible in Fig. 4.10
is the interference due to target-mount interaction and stationary clutter. This interference
resembles that in Fig. 3.4, therefore the spatial filter for the linear scan were applied to the
measured ISAR data and the results displayed in Fig. 4.11. After application of SF, the
range profiles are free of interference and weaker scattering centers can be imaged.

5.2

Recommendations for future work
The goal of the SSEL is to facilitate the design and development of radar-based target

recognition and signal exploitation algorithms. This requires extreme fidelity in data quality typically only provided by a radio anechoic chamber. If we were to measure larger and
more detailed models, we will find that interpretability and image fidelity are reduced via
phase error and interference. The former is due to QPE which becomes worse further from
the scene center and latter from stray reflections within the room. The image of Fig. 4.11
displays range angle plots for a complex target after the application of spatial filtering which
reduces interference. Scattering centers of varying angular persistence which actually reside on the target follow sinusoidal patterns in range-angle space described mathematically
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by
s(θ) = x cos θ + y sin θ

(5.1)

within the graph. Scattering centers which do not correspond to expected ranges are considered undesirable multiple reflections. Of interest in this image are the periodicity, range,
and intensity of these multiple reflections. As the target changes aspect to the radar, high
intensity scattering centers become visible and during this period of visibility, it is hypothesized that target scintillations are the cause of the observed multiple reflections. Stray
signals caused by target scintillations cannot be removed through the spatial filtering applied in this thesis, therefore more advanced methods must be explored to remove them.
Future work will include rigorous development of calibration procedures to mitigate the
contributions of multiple room-target room reflections.
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